
Miriam Grossman, M.D.
International, writher, speaker, and advocate for 
gender sanity



Who is Dr. Miriam Grossman?
Please click the ling below to access her excellent website:
https://www.miriamgrossmanmd.com/

Miriam Grossman MD is a physician, author, and public speaker. Before gender ideology was on anyone’s radar, she 
warned parents about its dangers in her 2009 book, “You’re Teaching My Child WHAT?” 

Dr. Grossman has been vocal for many years about the capture of her profession by ideologues, leading to dangerous 
and experimental treatments on children and betrayal of parents. Dr. Grossman was featured in the Daily Wire’s hit 
documentary “What Is A Woman?” 

The author of four books, her work has been translated into eleven languages. After graduating with honors from 
Bryn Mawr College, Dr. Grossman attended New York University Medical School. She completed an internship in 
pediatrics at Beth Israel Hospital in New York City, and a residency in psychiatry through Cornell University Medical 
College, followed by a fellowship in child and adolescent psychiatry. Dr. Grossman is board certified in psychiatry and 
in the sub-specialty of child and adolescent psychiatry.



Jordan Peterson – 
Miriam Grossman 
Interview on 
Gender Insanity

One of the best interviews out there



Please click the link below to 
watch this fascinating interview

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Su2Z4_iQHz4&ab_channel

=JordanBPeterson

Dr. Jordan B. Peterson and Miriam Grossman discuss the grief 
and trauma associated with the Transgender movement, not 
just for those transitioning, but for the parents and families 
who now find themselves shunned and alienated if they refuse 
to affirm their own child's delusion. 

They also go into detail on the history of the ideology, the 
monstrosity of Dr. John Money, and his horrendous failed 
experiment on which he built his doctrines.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su2Z4_iQHz4&ab_channel=JordanBPeterson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su2Z4_iQHz4&ab_channel=JordanBPeterson
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Dr. Grossman’s newest 
book: Lost in Trans Nation

“In Lost in Trans Nation, Dr. Grossman 
implores parents to reject the advice 
of gender experts and politicians and 
trust their guts—their parental 
instincts—in the face of an onslaught 
of ideologically driven misinformation 
that steers them and their children 
toward risky decisions they may end 
up mourning for the rest of their lives.

The beliefs that male and female are 
human inventions; that the sex of a 
newborn is arbitrarily “assigned”; and 
that as a result the child requires 
“affirmation” through medical 
interventions—these ideas are 
divorced from reality and therefore 
hazardous, especially to children. The 
core belief—that biology can and 
should be denied—is a repudiation of 
reality and a mockery of what hard 
science teaches about being male and 
female.”

Please click the Amazon link to 
order:

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=
miriam+grossman&i=stripbooks
&crid=1EVPQ1Q5ERPQ5&sprefix
=miriam+grossman%2Cstripbook
s%2C191&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
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Please click the link below to 
access Dr. Grossman’s 
excellent website where you 
can access her other 
outstanding books and 
superlative presentations 
and interviews:

https://www.miriamgrossmanmd.com/
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